TESTIMONIAL FOR PAIL SOLICITORS- dated 3rd July 2015
My experience of this company has spanned over the last 6 months- when I initially
contacted Mr Peter Adediren of Pail Solicitors To ask if they could help with my case
from here my location in Spain with a defamation of character from a particularly nasty
person out to ruin my business.
From the beginning Peter was helpful- concise and very obliging- assuring me that
they could and would get the offending web site removed from the web and it would be
a procedure that was fairly easy for them.
We hit complications along the way which were instigated of course by the defendantwho was at first untraceable- then very uncooperative- all these issues were dealt with
by Pail in a very PROFESSIONAL and executed in the proper manner one would
associate with a reputable solicitor.
All along the way I was kept informed by telephone and e mail back up- of all what was
going on- I think this is very important for the client- as often this is not the case when
forms have to be signed/court action arrangements have to be made. I felt that Pail
went the extra mile to make sure I was fully aware and more important to me as a
layman- UNDERSTOOD- exactly what was going on.
They of course offer this service at a price- which is not the cheapest- however on
reflection now to confirm we have the result I wanted from day 1- the price was right. I
feel confident that should I ever need a solicitor again- then I would have no hesitation
to return to them- and would HIGHLY recommend them as a truly professional practice
to any business associates or friends that may need their service..
Thank you for your attention and support for my case

Lisa Stainer
Jalon Villa Rentals
Alicante = Spain
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